Huawei Twitter and Facebook February 5 – 9

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Feb 5
Huawei is committed to giving back to society. @FreshNews_Ghana shares how our recent donation marks the beginning of a greater bond between #Huawei and the Ghana Police Service.

Huawei support Ghana Police and Greater Accra Regional Hospital
news, story, article
ghananewsagency.org

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Feb 5
ICYMI Deputy Chairman KenHu spoke at Davos about the importance of making sure that kids in all communities have access to the right tech to make their lives better. See it here. #TECH4ALL #WEF20

Al: Empowering Children With Technology
At the 2020 World Economic Forum in Davos, Huawei Deputy Chairman Ken Hu gave a speech on how...
youtube.com

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Feb 5
We live in a world where 700 million people in rural areas lack network access. @DebraRuh breaks down some of the ways #Huawei is working to close the digital gap, despite some political agendas driving a digital divide.

Delivering the best connection experience is our goal. #DonMorrissey explains why collaborating with governments, setting up transparency rules and instating third party testing are so important. #HuaweiNow

Donald Morrissey
HEAD OF CONGRESSIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES USA

Tomorrow's the day! @Andy_Purdy is speaking with @JeffreyCarr about what difficulties we face in promoting riskmanagement and resilience #5G.

The Challenge of Promoting Risk Management and Resilience for Communications and 5G

A Fireside Chat with Andy Purdy, CSO Huawei Technologies USA

S U I T S A N D S P O O K S
F R I D A Y, F E B R U A R Y 7 t h - 1:40PM - 2:00PM
Sending our Chinese New Year wishes to you and your family on the year of 
#5GBeatUp! May this be a year of growth and 5G connections. #2020 
#lunarnewyear

Huawei's Rural Star provides modern connectivity to areas that are often overlooked. #TECH4ALL

CSO of @Huawei, @Andy_Purdy took on the Cyber Studio stage to share his thoughts on surmounting today's cybersecurity challenges. #GCFRiyadh
Get closer to the things you love with #superzoom technology brought to you by the #P30 Series.

Thanks to all of you for an incredible 2019. Here's to an even better 2020 and more memories made together. #Together2020 #CapturedOnHuawei

Hear @Andy_Purdy speak at the @RSAConference about how to reduce supply chain risk on February 26.
Hear Abhijit Banerjee, 2019 Nobel Economics winner, discuss how ICT success comes from understanding the entire ecosystem and tackling problems with specific solutions.

Huawei Now: ICT Should Benefit All Of Society
When 2019 Nobel Prize in Economics winner Abhijit Banerjee met Huawei Senior Management Consultant... youtube.com

For the YearoftheRat, we're celebrating the families and communities that bring us all together by showcasing the artwork of Yuan Manjun – a fifth-generation inheritor of Yuan paper cutting.

Celebrating Togetherness Through Art
Each family and each country have their own way of celebrating Chinese New Year. For the Year of the Rat... youtube.com

Life with Huawei's FORBIDDEN FRUIT?! We human beings are contradictory spirits. To quote a scene from one of my favorite movies: "If I ask you to...

Society is built on knowledge and skills. Everyone deserves access to them.

Let's find new ways to install better education around the world
Whether in the gym or outdoors, the Huawei Watch GT2 will help you become the best you. #RethinkFitness

At the @suitsandspooks conference, @andy_purdy took on tough questions and dispelled myths about Huawei cybersecurity and the U.S. government...and of course took a moment to pose with the Bond car!

Immerse yourself in sound. #FreeBuds3

It's great to see the positive impact our #StorySign app has on deaf children and their families. 🎥 It's...
Get the most out of your P30 Pro with these tips to optimize battery charging.

Huawei P30 Pro - How to fix battery charging issues
Here are some tips to help you fix battery charging issues. For further information about this topic, visit... Youtube.com

Smart Grids - AI are making energy distribution more efficient and more sustainable. Take a look. tinyurl.com/wr3c7aj

Tired of noisy neighbors? Let us introduce you to the Huawei Freebuds 3.

Cancel Noisy Neighbors with the Huawei Freebuds 3
Don't you just HATE noisy neighbors?! Thanks to Freebuds 3 active noise cancellation, Christmas came...

Learn more about Huawei's history, philosophy and outlook for the future over hot pot!

Hotpot With Guo Ping - Full Video
Have you ever wondered about Huawei's journey from small tech start-up to global telecoms leader? When...

YouTube.com
Huawei USA
February 5 at 9:00 AM

Tomorrow’s the day! #AndyPurdy will be speaking about the difficulties we face in promoting riskmanagement and resilience when it comes to #5G security #SuitsandSpooks https://tinyurl.com/t7qdxx3

The Challenge of Promoting Risk Management and Resilience for Communications and 5G
A Fireside Chat with Andy Purdy, CSO Huawei Technologies USA

SUTS AND SPOOKS
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7th 140PM - 200PM

Huawei USA
February 6 at 6:34 AM

Huawei is dedicated to bringing the best technology and innovation to people around the world. #DonMorrissey discusses how collaboration and strict standards can make that a reality. #HuaweiNow https://tinyurl.com/yxyknwdk

Huawei wants to bring to every American the level of technology

2 Comments
Huawei USA
February 6 at 6:01 AM

#AndyPurdy is headed to RSAC 2020! He’ll be speaking on a panel providing insight into how to reduce supplychain risk.

RSACONFERENCE.COM
www.rsaconference.com

2 Comments

Huawei USA
February 6 at 10:49 AM

In a world where 700 million people lack network access simply because rural areas are underrepresented, the need to bring TECH4ALL couldn’t be more clear. Ruh Global’s Debra Ruh unpacks her perspectives on how Huawei is doing what it can to bridge the digital divide, despite opposition. https://tinyurl.com/c7k3gz

Digital Inclusion for Rural Communities in the United States and around the World

In the summer of 2019, Huawei invited me to attend...
At the Suits and Spooks conference, #AndyPurdy took on tough questions and dispelled myths about Huawei cybersecurity and the U.S. government...and of course took a moment to pose with the Bond car!

International Spy Museum

We bring humanity and technology together to unlock the greatest resource on earth: human potential. #TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/yjl6kana
Love is out there - even if you have to zoom to find it. #SuperZoom #P30Pro